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Introduction
Sprawling floor-to-ceiling LED video walls are 

a rapidly growing part of the AV landscape—

and smart integrators are not leaving 

this market to others in the architecture, 

advertising or media industry. Rather, they’re 

embracing the opportunity to provide their 

clients turnkey and/or custom solutions—

solutions that take the intimidation factor out 

of the equation entirely. 

THE NEW ERA OF 
DIRECT-VIEW LED 
DISPLAYS  
The Next Level of Efficiency and Profitability

For AV integrators, providing sprawling multi-story LED video solutions 
is a huge and growing opportunity. Operating these walls requires 
the integration of complex hardware and software–and the right LED 
technology and services partner.

—  By David Keene
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This white paper serves as a guide for AV integrators and advanced end users who are seeking 
the right LED solutions partner—not just a provider that delivers LED modules and stand-alone 
media players or video processors. It outlines key questions to ask potential providers so you 
can be sure you’re selecting the best LED partner offering the right combination of features, 
which ought to include: 

• A wide array of LED display products
• A proven history of delivering top-tier image quality
• Turnkey partnered solutions
• Flexible and scalable video processing
•  A reputation for helping users get content to the screens in the most
cost-efficient manner

How the LED Video Wall Market 
Is Evolving
Immersive direct-view LED screens are making huge inroads with a wide range of clients, 
including corporate, sports, retail, entertainment and hospitality venues. Fine pixel pitch LED 
annual sales are projected to grow from $678 million in 2016 to $2.2 billion by 2020, and this 
growth is expected to eclipse LCD video wall sales.1 This market is expanding far beyond the 
traditional LED walls seen in stadiums, arenas, Times Square and Las Vegas. Imagine turning 
an entire lobby into a dynamic surface that showcases the brand’s products and services. 
Imagine these displays interacting with employees and visitors, entertaining them on a 
surface with more than 60 million pixels. It’s already being done today. Could you transform 
the side of a building into a video and messaging canvas? Yes, and you could tie that content 
to other media platforms for true omnichannel campaigns. Could you provide not only 
screens on walls but also digital spaces integrated into the architecture of the building? Yes, 
and you can do that with pixel counts 
into the tens of millions for a single 
installation.

“The activation of wall-wide multi-story 
digital canvases is both a new business 
model and a new technology platform,” 
says Louis Lombardi, Managing Partner 
at Gilmore Group, the New York-based 
interdisciplinary design, branding and 
marketing company. Working with 
architects, engineers, producers, industrial 
designers and AV integrators, the Gilmore 
Group creates unique environments—
including many with advanced LED walls.
“We now are seeing more turnkey LED 
display and lighting solutions that 

For the Capital One 
installation, D3 brought 
the Gilmore Group’s 
bold design to life 
with a high-definition 
LED wall and modular 
panels, all pulsing with 
a captivating display of 
light and color.

1. FutureSource 2016 Video Wall Report
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enhance destination-based digital media experiences,” said Lombardi. “While 
the technology is increasingly affordable, a lot of the implementation strategy 
has lagged behind. But that’s changing. Much like CAD and 3D modeling tools 
transformed design, a similar level of sophistication is coming to LED wall design 
and installation.”

Key Questions to Ask Your LED 
Provider
Creating a beautiful LED wall as a huge architectural canvas requires more than just 
integration of the best technology available. It must also make business sense. Smart 
integrators and end users are putting LED providers to the test, asking key questions 
as they select the provider that combines the best technology options with the best 
business models for their projects. Specifically, they’re asking:

•  Does the partner provide their own LED screens/modules—a distinct advantage
for both quality control and customization options—or is the provider just a
distributor? What range of pixel pitches do they offer? What’s the architecture of
the display processor?

•  Do the controllers allow for continuous feedback on what’s going on with each
module, such as color depth and refresh rates? Only continuous feedback will
provide accurate color and built-in redundancy for better reliability.

•  Does the provider just ship LED modules out to customers, or do they also provide
installation, in-field commissioning and after-sale service? Do they work in tandem
with the integrator to make sure the
LED screens are integrated in the most
efficient way, both physically and with
the image processing systems?

•  Does the provider offer turnkey options
if needed? Smart integrators avoid
the cumbersome and costly approach
of assembling LED screens, mounts,
video processors, switchers and media
servers from many different vendors.
The best LED solution providers can
deliver turnkey design and installation
of the LED screen, thereby leaving
the integrator free to concentrate on
the enterprise AV systems or other
components. (The top LED providers
also supply just the LED screens if an
experienced integrator prefers that option.)

D3’s technology and 
engineering team ran 
with Potion Design’s 
brilliant “Gateway” 
concept to produce 
an awe-inspiring 
installation that delights 
over one million 
Smithsonian Institution 
Building visitors a year.
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•  Does the LED provider leave customers on their own to “get the content to the pixels”? Large
screens with complex designs typically require precise system architecture. The top LED
display providers offer a complete and integrated media solution that can efficiently deliver
native resolution content to 100 million pixels from a single device. Workflow matters.

BEST PRACTICES: 

The Right Answers Come from Proven 
Results in the Field
Top AV integrators and systems designers are pushing the boundaries of what can be done 
with sprawling multi-story LED video walls. But they’re also keeping an eye on how they can 
deliver predictable results with more profitability in what used to be an unpredictable and 
expensive custom market. They’re answering those key questions above and establishing best 
practices based on their experience.

PLAYNETWORK ON CHOOSING A PARTNER
PlayNetwork, with offices in Seattle, Los Angeles, London, Hong Kong, Shanghai and Santiago, 
helps brands use music, content and technology to engage customers in-store and beyond. 
Their work combines the best features of a content company with the best practices of a top 
systems integration company.

“We went from being a content company to a full AV integrator,” says Kelly Clark, PlayNetwork’s 
Director of Account Management in North America. “We did that about six years ago to expand 
our capabilities. In the design and integration of retail environments, forward thinking retailers 
are embracing innovation, because without delivering a better experience, they will perish. They 
are using carefully curated video, audio and interactivity to connect with their consumers using 
increasingly engaging strategies.”

PlayNetwork is seeing retailer expectations changing quickly. Historically, the expectation of 
brands has been to refresh their stores every three years. However, integrating LED display 
walls allows constant change through dynamic canvasses.

“The good news for the market,” said Clark, “is that LED screen costs have decreased and 
quality has increased. Today, LED walls are in the price range of traditional LCD walls, and 
we’re starting to see LEDs replace traditional light boxes as well. The resolution is just that 
good.”

From a business standpoint, it’s not so much having to upsell retail clients on LED screens. 
They’re “all in” because they know they have to reinvent their stores to survive. It’s about 
picking the right partner for the job, especially when you’re acting as the integrator.

In the design and 
integration of retail 
environments, 
forward thinking 
retailers are 
embracing 
innovation, because 
without delivering a 
better experience, 
they will perish. 

–  Kelly Clark, 
Director of Account 
Management in 
North America, 
PlayNetwork
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GILMORE GROUP ON ICONIC DESIGN 
The Gilmore Group is a thought leader with some of the most advanced spatial design in the 
United States. They were pioneers in the use of finer pixel pitch LED video walls long before 
the current boom. They were behind the now iconic design for the Walgreens building at One 
Times Square in New York City. And they’re still at the vanguard today, creating some of the 
most interesting and technology-rich designs. 

“We do special things for our clients, not just ‘video walls,’” says Louis Lombardi. “It’s about 
aligning with an LED provider that has the same kind of owner-operated structure that we do. 
That’s the only way we can ensure we’re providing an elegant, turnkey solution.” 

The Gilmore Group just did a beautiful installation for Capitol One’s flagship retail location in 
the heart of Manhattan. For the welcoming lobby, the LED canvas starts out as an ATM wall, 
then goes through the curtain wall to the mezzanine and continues onto the ceiling, then 
through the exterior curtain wall on the second floor to the sunshade outside. This ambient 
design required custom modules. Because it’s both an exterior and interior installation, 
there were both environmental challenges and challenges in aligning the LED modules in 
different configurations.

At the Capital One 
installation in Manhattan, 
a 2.6mm pixel pitch LED 
canvas surrounds the 
ATMs. In the mezzanine, 
a 2.6mm display 
transitions to a 4mm 
linear ceiling leading to 
a 16mm exterior digital 
sunshade. You need the 
right system in place to 
synchronize and deliver 
all the pixels to diverse 
screens of varying 
resolutions.
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The Value of Turnkey Solutions, 
Customization and Quality
How did PlayNetwork choose an LED partner that would make them look good? 

“When we’re the integrator, and we see an LED screen application on the design, we call 
in D3,” said Kelly Clark, referring to the D3 LED, the Northern California-based technology 
company that designs, engineers and manufactures turnkey LED display solutions both indoors 
and outdoors. D3 has produced some of the world’s most complex displays in corporate 
campuses, advertising, architecture, entertainment, gaming, retail, sports and transportation. It 
has also developed the industry’s most advanced processor/media server to drive it all.

“We just did an amazing installation of 26 LED columns for Scheels, the big sporting goods 
store out of Fargo,” said Clark. “They’re a huge player in the market—some of their locations 
are famous for having Ferris wheels inside. They’re expanding nationwide, including a new 
location outside of Denver, and they’re making their stores more attractive in the process. 
For the Scheels installation, D3’s engineering teams were invaluable. Their mechanical guys 
designed a custom cabinet that made installation a snap. And their content team mapped 
everything out to make development easier. The workflow is highly efficient, and that’s 
always a good thing.”  

And how did Gilmore Group pick the right partner for their most important jobs?

“That Walgreens installation we did some 10 years ago had 17,000 square feet of LED on 
One Times Square,” says Lombardi. “It covered three sides of a building from ground level 
to the top floor—all with different sun levels and resolutions. We had D3 provide the LED 
solution. It was the biggest LED application at that time in Times Square. It had tons of 
content data. SSD drives weren’t an option back then, yet D3 made it work.”

“We picked D3, soon after its founding, on that iconic Walgreens job and we use them today. 
For us it boils down to the fact that their owners are on the front lines with us. They are our 
points of contact. They don’t just provide product—they back it up with attention in the field. 
They’re tuned in to each job and ready with solutions. That’s not at all like my experience when 
I used one of the ‘big’ LED manufacturers.”

The New Gold Standard in Integrated 

From the signature 
ribbons of ABC Studios 
to the monumental 
heights of Walgreens at 
One Times Square, D3 
has been a passionate 
and innovative player 
since the beginning of 
the Times Square 
LED revolution.
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Processing and Delivery
It’s critical to pick the right LED supplier for customization, service in the field and hardware 
engineering. But another important issue arose in the Capital One installation—an issue that 
is common to most LED video wall installations. The display may be great, but what’s the best 
and easiest way to feed content to all those pixels?

The resolution of direct-view LED is simple: it’s whatever resolution you want it to be. Unlike 
video projection or the flat LCD panels so ubiquitous in the digital signage market, the 
resolution of your image depends on how much LED real estate you build. You could achieve 
4K with 20mm pixel pitch LED—if you had a screen size big enough. Out in the field, there are 
so many different pixel pitch configurations and so many different sizes, shapes and 
permutations, it’s now becoming something of a puzzle to figure out the best way to get 
content out to all those screens. To drive these complex configurations, most integrators are 
forced to cobble together a patchwork of scalers, media servers and other content delivery 
tools that add complexity and cost. For the Capital One installation, how did Gilmore Group 
and D3 do it?D3 co-founder and engineering genius Meric Adriansen explains the amazing 
tool that enables users to get tens of millions of pixels to multiple screens in the most 
cost-efficient, elegant and high-resolution fashion—all from a single device.

Normally when you send out content, the image gets larger on the larger pixel pitch areas, in 
which case you might create separate content and render it separately. Historically, this has been 
a cumbersome process. But D3 provides the user a tool that does what no other industry media 
server does. D3’s AEP IMS, named for its combined Advanced Element Processor & Integrated 
Media Server, is a video display processor, scaler and content server all in one. It can drive up 
to 100 million pixels mapped onto a canvas of 16k x 16k. Those 100 million pixels can comprise 
multiple surfaces and resolutions, distributing content and audio from various input types to 
various output systems. It worked wonders for the Capital One installation in New York.

The D3 solution processes 
the file in the AEP IMS, scales 
sections in real time and 
places them in the frame 
buffer at different aspect 
ratios and spacing. 
Essentially the hardware/
software combination 
unzips the content and 
maps it across all the 
displays at the appropriate 
resolutions. It allows the 
creative team to focus on 
the canvas and the AEP IMS 
handles the rest.

It’s critical to pick the 
right LED supplier 
for customization, 
service in the field 
and hardware 
engineering. 
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100 Million Points of Light in the 
Blink of an Eye
To fully comprehend the capabilities of the AEP IMS, consider the Netflix corporate lobby in 
Hollywood where D3 produced a spectacular LED display system. With a significant expansion 
into the content development and acquisition market over the past 10+ years, Netflix needed 
more space, but not just any space. The new Netflix building was designed by Gensler to 
make a statement. Since its opening in February 2017, employees and visitors alike have been 
wowed by the transformation of the 14-story, 320,000+ square foot tower. Most eye-popping, 
however, is the lobby, which features an 80’ wide, 12’ tall, 13k LED display with a 1.9mm pixel 
pitch wrapping two adjacent walls. The viewer is immersed in the unique worlds of the most 
popular Netflix shows. It feels like you’re literally on the set of such programs as Stranger 
Things or Narcos. When peering at the walls of the prison from Orange is the New Black, 
it’s hard to distinguish the light in the virtual window from natural daylight glinting off the 
real ceiling. Complementing the two LED walls is a 110-piece sculpture using 8k projection 
also managed by the AEP IMS.

Another powerful example of this new content processing system is the set of ABC’s  
Good Morning America, which features seven different LED displays, all with different 
resolutions at different sizes. Normally, there are scalers, switchers, media players and LED 
processors. But D3’s AEP IMS eliminates all those separate elements—it’s an all-in-one, 
powerful solution. The Good Morning America production director can switch between 
live video and other content on demand.
And at the end of the day, however, it’s not engineering specs but rather beautiful images that 

For the Gensler-designed 
lobby of Netflix, D3’s AEP 
IMS Pro was the only 
device on the market 
with the capability to 
control the entire AV 
system:

•  23,000,000 pixels
(46,000,000 with a
second layer)

•  13k layered motion
graphics at native
resolution

•  12’ x 80’ state-of-the-
art 1.9mm LED display

•  8k projection image
mapped flawlessly onto
110 individual devices
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make an impact. “When you have such large screens,” says Meric Adriansen, “the first thing 
you find out is that content quality is important. You’re not watching this on a 50-inch screen 
where you might get away with a streaming quality codec. The content has to be pristine and 
uncompressed.”

The bottom line? Despite all the consideration of pixel count and resolution, what’s new 
and important is the ability to command all the LED displays on any set, in any lobby or in 
any stadium in the simplest, most elegant and most affordable way. The result is beautiful 
imagery from 1.2mm pixel pitches and up. AEP IMS can drive images to any display 
technology, including LED, LCD, projection and architectural lighting. It’s a tremendous asset 
for those who are pushing the envelope today. 

And if you’re an AV integrator, creating the right business model is also critical. Your choice of 
partner on complex jobs can make or break your reputation and your profitability. 

Sarah White, creative director at D3, sums up the company’s approach. “In many situations, 
we are the integrator’s integrator,” she said. “Today’s pixel management is more complex and 
demands more technical resources than before. But integrators are now discovering that a 
high-resolution LED video wall is a valuable proposition in a variety of venues. It’s not just for 
Times Square anymore.”

ABC’s Good Morning 
America features 
multiple LED set 
displays, a ticker and 
13 vertical columns to 
stream news, graphics, 
and segment-supporting 
content—all with 
different resolutions and 
sizes. With D3’s AEP IMS, 
the production director 
can switch between 
live video, animation 
and other content on 
demand.
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D3 Dynamic Digital Displays— 
Engineered for the Integrator 
Integrators can now tap into one of the biggest growth market and revenue 
opportunities: massive direct-view LED walls and displays.

After years of mindfully crafting the world’s most advanced LED technology, D3 
has produced some of the most prominent and impactful designs in landmark 
cities around the world. Partnering with an expansive list of AV integrators 
and Fortune 500 companies, D3’s engineers and groundbreaking designers 
develop never-before-seen display solutions that deliver flawless images with 
impeccable performance. Whether you need a standard or custom solution, 
D3 will collaborate and consult with your team to create a breathtaking visual 
experience for your clients.

The D3 AEP IMS Pro—One System to Rule Them All
Starting with an easy-to-use interface for remote control of common features 
and making compact use of rack space, the D3 AEP IMS Pro is an Integrated 
Media Server plus a Controller and an Advanced Element Processor. Its complete 
capabilities include:

■ Control of up to 100 million pixels within a 16K by 16K canvas
■ Support of multiple resolutions on multiple canvases
■ Real-time scaling, positioning, transparency layering and compositing
■ Enterprise compatibility with Splunk® & Chef™
■ Inputs for live video, API, content and more
■ Outputs to LED and LCD projection, audio and more

D3 LED, LCC
www.d3led.com
888-99-D3LED

© 2018 NewBay Media Inc. Logos and trademarks are the property of their respective companies. All rights reserved.

Conclusion
Smart AV integrators are providing their clients turnkey solutions that take the large-screen 
LED intimidation factor out of the equation. When choosing an LED solution provider, they 
look for one that: 

• Provides their own LED screens/modules at all pixel pitch sizes, with LED controller
architecture based on gigabit Ethernet.

•  Does not just ship LED modules but also provides installation, commissioning and
in-the-field backup and service.

•  Offers turnkey options that avoid assembling LED screens, mounts, video processors,
switchers and media servers from different vendors.

•  Does not leave you on your own to “get the content to the pixels” but instead offers a
complete and integrated media solution that can efficiently deliver native resolution
content to 100 million pixels from a single device.




